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1) With the thread make 
a knot on the circle 

2) Insert 1 SB11, 1 Samos 

(C1),1 SB11 and pass 

under the circle 

 

3) Pass over the circle and 

then pass through the 

SB11  

   
4) Insert 1 Samos, 1 SB11 
and exit under the circle  

5) Pass over the circle 
and exit through the 
SB11.  
Repeat steps 4 and 5 all 
the way around 
 

6) Here is the result      

Exit through the second 

hole of the Samos  

 

Material : for 1 pearl 
 

• 24 Samos® par Puca®- Paris 
Color 1 (C1) 

• 12 Samos® par Puca®- Paris Color 2 
(C2) 

• 24 Round Pearl 3 mm (RP3) 

• Seed beads 15/0 (SB15) Ref : 4202, 
11/0 (SB11) Ref : 4202 and 4210 F 
Color 2 (C2) 

• 2 Circles 30 mm ø 

• Fireline 0.12  
 



   

7) Insert 1 SB11 (C2) 
between each Samos   

8) Here is the result      

Exit through the SB11 
 

9) Insert 5 SB15 between 

each SB11.  

All the way around  

 
 

   
10) Here is the result      

Exit through the central 
SB15  

11) Insert 1 RP3 through 

the next central SB15 

12) Insert 1 Samos (C2) 

through the central SB15. 

Repeat steps 11 and 12 

throughout the lap 
 
 
 
 

   
13) Here is the result      
Exit through the top hole 
of the Samos  

14) Insert 1 SB15 between 

the Samos  
15) Here is the result      

Exit through the SB15 

 

 
 

 



   
16) Insert 5 SB15 
between the SB15.  
All the way around 

17) Here is the result      

Exit through the central 

SB15  
 

18) Insert 1 RP3 between 

each central SB15  

   
19) Make another round 
in the RP3, tighten well 
and stop the thread  

20) Make a second 

element  

21) Place the two 

elements with the SB11 

face to face. Exit the 

thread from the Samos 

HERE 

   
22) Exit through the SB11 
(green star), pass under 
the circle then through 
the SB11.  
Insert 3 SB15 and exit 
through the SB11 (C2) 
HERE 

23) Pass through the 

Samos and SB11 (C2) 

(green stars). Insert 3 

SB15 into the SB11, pass 

under the two circles and 

the SB11. Insert 3 SB15 

into the SB11 (C2) and 

exit through the Samos. 

So all around to assemble 

the two elements 

24) Here is the result      

End your thread       



   
25) A montage idea for 

the Anny pearl©       
I made acrylic flowers 
with head pins.  
Two flowers that invert 
the colors of Samos with 
the pattern of earrings  
« Ancolie » © par Puca ® 
 

26) Here is a jewel bag 

     

27) Anny© pearl can be 

inserted on a necklace      

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I wish you a happy beading. I offer you this pattern.  
Please do not change its design and only use Les Perles par Puca®-Paris 

If you publish or share this pattern « THANK YOU » for not forgetting to notify that it 
is Puca® who created it. 

 

THANK YOU      
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


